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I. INTRODUCTION

The Australian superannuation system has primarily had a “lump sum” approach to retirement, as distinct from a “replacement rate” or lifetime income stream approach. After all, superannuation in Australia is primarily a defined contribution (DC) system under which the retirement benefit payable on retirement is a factor purely of the employee’s own contributions (and those made by employers on the employee’s behalf) as increased by the net investment returns attributable to the employee, less tax. Like the United States, Australia is now realizing the limitations of a DC retirement system insofar as it relates the provision of reliable retirement income for a population with increasing life expectancy.

In Australia, the core DC retirement plan product is called an account-based pension. This is a bit of a misnomer because it is only a “pension” because the legislators decided to give it that name. It is really just a mutual fund account that allows retirees to draw out, usually via a regular payment, their retirement savings to live on. Withdrawals are tax-free. Like in the United States, there is a minimum amount that must be drawn out each year to prevent perpetual exclusion of the balance from
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1. The superannuation system is Australia’s “second pillar” retirement plan or private pension system.

2. The lump-sum approach was adopted despite recommendations in the Final Report of the National Superannuation Committee of Inquiry (Hancock Report) in 1976 that there be a compulsory National Superannuation Scheme that would involve a purchased pension. The Hancock Report recommended weekly payments available upon reaching age sixty-five based on a multiple of paid-in contributions. The report was rejected by the Fraser government in 1979. A task force was then formed to examine occupational superannuation and participation by the union movement. In 1983, the Commonwealth Task Force on Occupational Superannuation recommended a regulatory framework for the superannuation industry, proposals for vesting and preservation requirements, and proposals to encourage annuity purchase. COMMONWEALTH TASKFORCE ON OCCUPATIONAL SUPERANNUATION (AUSTRALIA), FINAL REPORT OF THE COMMONWEALTH TASK FORCE ON OCCUPATIONAL SUPERANNUATION, JANUARY 1983 (1982).
the taxation system. Unlike the United Kingdom, there is no limit to the amount that can be drawn out and hence no guarantee that the money will last.

Unlike DC plans, defined benefit (DB) plans provide a benefit based typically on time served and a predetermined proportion of either career average or final salary.

Towers Watson’s 2013 Global Pension Assets Study shows that DC assets represent about 45% of total pension assets globally but are growing at an annual rate of about 8%, compared to a 6.6% growth rate for DB assets. In Australia, DC assets represent over 80% of pension assets.

So what is wrong with DC retirement plans? First and principally, the problem is that DC plans are not designed to produce a particular level of income in retirement, but just a terminal capital sum the size of which is subject to a range of uncertainties. Second, DC plans expose members to a much higher degree of risk than DB plans. Lastly, their individualized, rather than pooled, design can lead to a range of inefficiencies. The result is that DC plan contributors often fall short of their financial goals in retirement. According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), workers contributing a total of 10% to DC pension plans for 40 years only have a 53% chance of targeting 70% of their final salary. At a 5% contribution rate, only 14% of retirees reach that target.

DC plans often lack a clearly stated goal that allows contributors to measure their progress toward a secure retirement. There is a tendency for DC plans, particularly in compulsory systems, to set a goal of building up a lump sum. For most retirees, their lump sum is not inherently suited to ensuring financial security in retirement. Retirees find it difficult to estimate how much they can spend each year to fund a retirement of an indeterminate length. The Australian system makes sense of this difficulty by using averages: average length of retirement, average investment returns, and average rate of consumption. The trouble is that almost nobody has an “average” retirement. It is a highly individualized experience.


4. Id.

Retirees face financial risks that are difficult to manage without specialized and sophisticated products. Central to the idea of a DC retirement plan is the idea that asset allocation can address all of the needs of the retiree. In reality, there are risks facing retirees that are very difficult to ameliorate without using products that are specifically designed to deal with them. Such specialized products include a guarantee to protect against loss of capital or income, an indexed income stream to deal expressly with inflation, and a lifetime annuity to deal with longevity risk. All of these products involve some form of absorption of risk by intermediaries external to the DC plan itself or by the plan sponsor using its own balance sheet.

DC plans rest on a theory of consumer sovereignty. Success in a DC plan depends on the contributor making informed choices and demonstrating rational behavior. In the real world, information asymmetry, issues with financial literacy, and innate behavioral biases, often make it hard for the consumer to achieve any degree of “sovereignty.” The result is a system heavily reliant on (potentially conflicted) agents.

DC plans also tend be more expensive to run than DB plans. The individualization that is central to the operation of DC plans means that they cannot easily pool risk. DC plans, therefore, typically accept less risk and hence receive lower average returns, particularly after investment and administration expenses.

Lastly, in Australia there is no insurance scheme or government guarantee protecting DC plan members in the event of failure, except in the case of fraud where the government has discretion to compensate a plan to restore loss if it is in the public interest.

A successful and sustainable DC system must address the shortcomings of DC plans. A properly integrated retirement plan should seek to protect contributors from three key financial risks: inflation, deviation from expected outcome, and longevity. This Article considers the historical basis for the shift from DB to DC plans, the structural and practical shortcomings of DC plans, alternate pension models, and adjustments to existing retirement plan models that may offer a degree of protection to plan contributors.


II. HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF DC PLANS

How did DC plans become such a large part of the global pension system? DB plans were once widespread; employers contracted to provide a set amount (the “defined benefit”) for the duration of the employee’s retirement. However, governments and corporations around the world realized that retirement is expensive and making concrete promises about paying people in retirement is even more expensive. There are countless examples where the corporate pension plan became the core business—or brought down the business altogether—due to problems with funding liabilities. Many governments had the same experience, with Greece being the latest example. Systematically, it became obvious that taking on market, inflation, and longevity risk for people in retirement was simply too risky other than for specialist asset managers.

In the face of failing DB plans, DC seemed like the perfect solution. The risks inherent to retirement planning can be made to look like they are not even present in a DC plan. Because the typical DC plan does not aim to provide the retiree with a particular level of income, there is no target from which there can be a shortfall. DC plans also allowed providers to transfer longevity risk to plan participants. While DB plans pool longevity risk, DC plans leave it to individual participants to deal with. This forces each contributor to self-fund his retirement income. Contributors can be thought of as small insurance companies taking on their own longevity risk without the capital or the skills to do so.

III. COMPARISON TO DB PLANS

Amid the global trend of transitioning from DB to DC plans, there are many vocal proponents of one system over the other. Proponents of each system base their conclusions on different measures of success. The reality is that each system has its own advantages and disadvantages. Keith Ambachtsheer, a leading pension expert from Canada, made the point that both structures are flawed, and in his view, there is a desperate need for a fresh design for approaches within the pension sector. While

10. This is, of course, a fiction because the present value of a person’s future cash flow needs in retirement, for a given standard of living, can be worked out to a reasonable degree of certainty using various assumptions.
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the economy may not be able to afford the promises made through a DB system, neither can the members of a DC plan take any real comfort from the building of assets without a specific goal for those assets.

In considering whether or not DC plans are suitable for retirement income purposes, it is important to remember that both DB and DC systems are flawed. We should not be asking whether or not DC plans can replicate DB plan outcomes; rather, we should ask whether DC plans can deliver what their members require. That is, can DC plans deliver a reliable stream of income in retirement to meet the needs of entire cohorts of retirees?

Part of the problem with DC plans can be traced to the transition from DB to DC plans. The conversion from DB to DC required a calculation of a lump-sum amount that was the present-day equivalent of the future benefits that had already been accrued by the member. The method used to convert DB plan members to a DC plan has become the (default) objective of the DC plan. While the DB was focused on the benefit (the ultimate income payments), the DC metric now focuses on the dollar balance that is accrued. In general, DC plans focus on this target balance at retirement. Even in Australia, where the contribution rate is currently mandated as 9.25% of a salary, increasing to 12% by fiscal year 2022, the focus of the system is the balance at retirement, not what level of income the retiree is going to need in retirement or how much reliable annual income that balance can produce. The problem is that meeting this target balance at retirement does not in itself guarantee the retiree an adequate income stream. A recent survey in the United States found that only 46% of workers have tried to calculate how much money they will need to have saved by the time they retire.\(^\text{13}\)

IV. Retirement

A discussion of appropriate goals for a retirement income system must consider the evolution of the concept of retirement. Since Bismarck first introduced the idea of a pension for workers in the 1880s, conditions and expectations have changed. While the original pensions were intended as a reward for surviving military service, Bismarck introduced the concept that workers could still get paid if they stopped working due to old age. Workers became eligible for a pension at an initial age of seven-
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ty years. Given the likely life expectancy\textsuperscript{14} of the era, Bismarck’s pension plan covered only a small proportion of the population. Improvements in health, leading to increased longevity, have changed the concept of retirement. It is no longer a lucky few that will finish their life at leisure, but it is the majority who expect to have a period of their lives in retirement where they will still be healthy and active.

It is this expectation of a healthy, active period of leisure that a DC plan is required to meet. Central to the modern-day concept of retirement is the need for a regular income that covers the expenses of the active, passive, and frail stages of a retiree’s life.\textsuperscript{15} After referring to those differing requirements in a speech to the Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia annual conference in 2012,\textsuperscript{16} former Australian Prime Minister, the Hon. Paul Keating, made the point that Australia’s superannuation system, like many DC plans, was never designed to create income in retirement, but instead was intended to provide a supplement for retirees. Given modern-day circumstances and expectations, the appropriate goal of a DC retirement plan should be the provision of an adequate level of income, in conjunction with whatever social security is available, across the different stages of retirement.

Considering the shortcomings of Australia’s current DC system, Keating posited an alternative where the public sector takes control of the longevity phase by running a funded DB scheme for the provision of a deferred lifetime annuity or something similar. With the government wearing the residual longevity risk of such a scheme, it does not sound like a real solution to the problem. Instead, adjustments to superannuation should be considered so that it can retain its DC nature and yet deliver the required retirement income. Any approach to guarantee a person against a specific risk, or in this case the combination of longevity and inflation risks, will have a cost. One way to ensure that the cost can be managed sustainably is to use a price mechanism around the cost of that guarantee. This is a potential development in the DC framework that is explored further below. Before considering alternatives, however, it is

\textsuperscript{14} By way of example, Australian life expectancies at birth in 1889 were 47.2 years for males. \textit{Australian Historical Population Statistics, Table 7.1: Life Expectancy at Birth by Sex, States and Territories, 1881 Onwards}, AUSTL. BUREAU STAT. (Aug. 5, 2008), http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/3105.0.65.0012008?OpenDocument (download data cube 7 labeled “Life Tables”).


necessary to consider traits of successful pension plans as well as the structural and practical flaws in the current DC system.

V. GLOBAL APPROACHES

To meet the objective of providing an adequate level of income across the various stages of retirement, DC plans must integrate several strategies. In June 2012, the OECD Working Party on Private Pensions issued a ten-point roadmap for the good design of DC pension plans, summarized as follows:

1. Ensure the design of DC pension plans is internally coherent between the accumulation and payout phases, and with the overall pension system.
2. Encourage people to enroll, to contribute, and contribute for long periods.
3. Improve the design of incentives to save for retirement, particularly where participation and contributions to DC pension plans are voluntary.
4. Promote low-cost retirement savings instruments.
5. Establish appropriate default investment strategies while also providing choice between investment options with different risk profiles and investment horizons.
6. Consider establishing default life-cycle investment strategies as a default option to protect people close to retirement against extreme negative outcomes.
7. For the payout phase, encourage annuitization as a protection against longevity risk.
8. Promote the supply of annuities and cost-efficient competition in the annuity market.
9. Develop appropriate information and risk-hedging instruments to facilitate dealing with longevity risk.
10. Ensure effective communication and address financial illiteracy and lack of awareness.\(^{17}\)

Australia scores about six or seven out of ten on these measures, with the key deficiencies being in the payout phase. This does not mean that the Australian system is broken, just that it has a way to go in its evolution. Australia, like other countries that rely heavily on DC plans, is
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partway down the track of turning a lump-sum DC savings system into a retirement income system.

VI. SIMILAR SITUATION IN THE UNITED STATES

In the United States, as in Australia, DC plans are widely used and are often inadequate for the needs of retirees. 401(k) plans, popular DC plans that have been operating in the United States since the early 1980s, were only ever intended as a lump sum supplement, not to provide retirement income streams. The contribution cap, currently $17,500 per annum, and lack of compulsion—employee participation is voluntary—mean 401(k)s are generally incapable of providing the main source of retirement income. A typical household where the head was aged fifty-five to sixty-four had only $42,000 in a 401(k)-like plan in 2010, according to a recent report.

As in Australia, some critics of DC plans in the United States propose an increased government role. Teresa Ghilarducci, a U.S. academic, describes 401(k) plans as a “failed experiment” and advocates a government scheme that would guarantee a rate of inflation, plus 3% in retirement. However, a rosier picture is painted by the mutual fund industry; the Investment Company Institute titled its 2012 report The Success of the U.S. Retirement System.

Despite conflicting views of the 401(k) system in general, some DC plans in the United States are highly evolved. The Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) is a DC plan for civilians who are, or were, employed by the government and for members of the uniformed services. The TSP has around $300 billion in net assets, with approximately 4.5 million members. TSP uses a passive management strategy (currently using BlackRock as asset manager) by investing in various U.S. and global equity indices and in
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18. The common way of describing popular, but non-mandatory, tax-deferred workplace DC pension plan accounts.
fixed interest. The TSP charges ultra-low fees to its members, being around 2.5 basis points (i.e., 0.025%) a year.

Even with these strengths, the TSP falls down where most DC funds do in that it does not provide a pension in retirement, but only a lump sum that either has to be judiciously drawn down for consumption or separately transformed into a lifetime income stream via an intermediation with a third party (e.g., a life insurance company). In other words, the TSP suffers from the existential criticism of DC plans: it is a savings plan, as its name suggests, and not a retirement plan.

VII. “WEALTH MANAGEMENT” CONCEPTION OF THE RETIREMENT CHALLENGE

Another way of approaching the problem with DC plans is to say that they essentially flow from a conception of the retirement challenge as one of “wealth management.” The justification for the wealth management approach is that the average person will spend a long time in retirement and thus needs exposure to growth assets. Retirement, however, is about creating spendable income and managing some specific risks that are more acute in retirement: inflation, longevity risk, and market risk. Wealth management ignores the impact of volatility in retirement. A 7.5% return with a standard deviation of 20% a year gives a retiree the same outcome as a constant return of 5.9%. DC plans spend too much time chasing the more volatile return in retirement. Interestingly, this is not what retirees actually want. Recent research carried out by National Seniors Australia suggests that retirees want much lower levels of risk in retirement.24

Steering the financial services industry in Australia and elsewhere away from this wealth management paradigm will involve a big change in attitude. Using the idea often attributed to Peter Drucker that “what is measured improves,”25 the DC industry does not know how to measure success in retirement. Despite retirees’ desire for low risk, the industry is still using league tables of the highest (non-risk adjusted) investment returns to measure a good retirement plan. Following Drucker’s logic, we must work out a better way of measuring a good outcome in retirement, and then we can start managing for those outcomes.

25. Peter F. Drucker (1909–2005) was an Austrian-born management consultant.
VIII. SUCCESS AND FAILURE

The traditional goal of a DC plan is to accumulate as many assets as possible, with minimal outgoings and an optimal level of volatility, to create the largest possible pool of savings. This provides a clear success measure—the investment return performance league table—and also clear options to improve the ultimate outcome, including asset allocation, saving more, reducing fees, minimizing taxes, and contributing (working) for longer, right down to the typical competition to get better investment returns. The financial services industry is well accustomed to working in this paradigm.26

The goal for retirees, however, is not to accumulate the largest pool of savings at retirement, but to have income that meets their needs during retirement. In retirement, typically, there are four forms of expenditure to plan for:

1. Everyday living costs, which require predictable and regular cash flows;
2. Discretionary, emergency or otherwise, “lumpy” expenditures;
3. Expenditure beyond life expectancy, which itself is only an expectation based on averages; and
4. Bequests to the next generation.

In addition, during retirement there are increasing needs around the liquidity and security of the investments to address both increased loss aversion and also the fact that the retiree is living off the portfolio. From the point of view of the investor, success involves meeting all of these objectives.27

Measuring success in DC plans is more complicated than simply measuring the sum accumulated at retirement. Sequencing risk28 will produce some situations where higher investment returns fail to deliver the objectives, while lower returns deliver a financially successful retirement because losses are avoided and compounding of capital contin-

28. Sequencing risk arises because accumulating savings is path dependent. The path or sequence of investment returns can have a dramatic effect on the eventual amount saved. For this reason, two retirees making exactly the same contributions can have had the same overall average investment returns over their lifetime, but end up with very different balances.
ues to occur. The complexity of measuring success in DC plans may be a key factor in the difficulty the Australian super industry is experiencing in meeting the challenges presented.

IX. RETIREE BEHAVIOR

A further challenge to DC plans is that their success is dependent upon retirees making sound financial choices. When people consider an immediate good (e.g., more spending) against a potential future negative (e.g., running out of money), all the evidence points to poor choices being made because of people’s internal framing mechanisms. People tend to apply far too high a discount rate to the value of future income.

Additionally, DC retirement plans demand that retirees make complex financial decisions that they are often poorly prepared to make. It is a curious feature of Australia’s superannuation system that a person can spend her working life in a default retirement plan and then, at retirement, be required to make complex decisions about the sustainability of savings, inflation and the future value of money, investment risk, and budgeting without a regular wage. The complexity of the decisions that retirees must make, along with other behavioral issues that people exhibit when dealing with the financial aspects of retirement, highlights the need to have a more rigorous approach either to the design of retirement products into which DC plan savings are invested or to advice about those products.

X. PRODUCT SHORTCOMINGS: ADDITIONAL BURDEN ON THE SYSTEM

Just as the pure DC model—where there is no intermediation or insurance of risks in retirement—places an undue burden on plan contributors, it also places a disproportionate burden on plans and advisers. In the pure DC model, advisers must make difficult and complex assessments about the durability of retirees’ savings and the ultimate outcomes they are likely to experience. How long a retiree’s savings might last depends on assumptions about market returns, longevity, and the spending budg-

29. Stock, Sharpe & Watson, supra note 26, at 39 fig.1 (providing a graphical representation).
eted for in the retirement plan. These are complex matters and require very individualized attention.

Recent reforms to the superannuation system in Australia, i.e., FOFA and Stronger Super, do not include any changes that are directed towards the retirement phase. Despite being an almost universal retirement product in Australia, the account-based pension fails to deal with the three key risks facing retirees: (1) inflation; (2) longevity risk; and (3) market risk, including sequencing risk. Typically, the superannuation system exposes retirees to excessive volatility and uncertainty about the durability of their savings and how much sustainable spending cash flow they can expect in retirement. It therefore remains the case that advisers are often unwittingly “carrying the can” for poor retirement product design. Additionally, advisers today typically undertake a risk-profiling process rather than a goals-based approach. The limitations inherent in the risk-profiling process compound the burden on plans and advisers.

So long as the Australian regulatory system leaves it up to the market to design financial products and relies on disclosure alone to regulate them, a great deal of additional pressure will continue to be placed on the system to ensure that retirees understand the risks they face in retirement. As the so-called “shadow shop” survey into retirement advice conducted by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) in 2012 showed, the fallout from this policy setting is felt by a significant proportion of clients (44%) who, according to the survey results, were not advised about how long their retirement savings were going to last. The lack of information among clients should be taken not so much as a


33. “Risk profiling” is a process where investors are asked a series of questions to gauge their appetite for investment risk.


criticism of advisers, but rather as a criticism of the design of the products themselves.\footnote{36}

XI. MODERN PORTFOLIO THEORY HAS A TIME FRAME LONGER THAN RETIREMENT

Although the design of DC plans is based largely on the concepts of Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), the use of MPT creates difficulties when dealing with retirement. The investment techniques studied and practised by managers of DC assets have their roots in MPT, which was developed primarily by Markowitz\textsuperscript{37} and Sharpe\textsuperscript{38} in the 1950–60s. The results of MPT require a long-horizon investor that does not require any cash flows in the near term, unlike a retiree in the spending phase. Markowitz himself acknowledged this caveat in 1991 when he noted that there is a difference between institutional investing and investing by an individual person.\footnote{39}

Generating a sustainable retirement income stream requires attention to three phases of financial planning, but MPT addresses only one. MPT deals only with the middle investment phase. The first stage is that of saving, which in Australia is targeted through the compulsory nature of superannuation contributions. The third stage is that of spending in retirement. The spending stage should be about determining a suitable drawdown strategy that will provide the cash flow that is expected after years of saving and investing. The spending stage is not about investing to access long-term average returns of various asset classes, as required by MPT. Reaping long-term average returns is largely the privilege of accumulators, even though retirees are in retirement for a long time. Because of their cash flow needs and their inability to recover from losses, most retirees have shorter time horizons for their retirement savings than those posited by MPT.

XII. THE ROLE OF FINANCIAL LITERACY AND EDUCATION

Additional financial literacy, while useful, is not the solution to the shortcomings in DC plans. Most Western democracies devote some level


\footnote{37. See Harry M. Markowitz, \textit{Portfolio Selection}, 7 J. Fin. 77 (1952).}


of resources to fostering financial literacy. They are forced to do this because so many complex financial decisions have been devolved to the general populace. Australian consumers struggle with opaque and complex mobile phone plans; analyzing the comparative cost of their utilities; complex financial products; and later in life, the complexities of health care, social security, and aged care rules.

The National Financial Literacy Strategy was launched in 2011 to improve the financial literacy of Australians. Likewise, ASIC established a MoneySmart website in 2011 to provide people with guidance on how best to handle their finances. The site offers tips on how to deal financially with major life events like losing a job, having a baby, buying a home, or retiring. Other government agencies, major financial institutions, and not-for-profit organizations also make efforts in financial literacy.

While all of these services are well intentioned and, some would say, essential in a first world economy like Australia, they all suffer from the same fundamental problems: the sheer scale of the information asymmetries involved, investor behavior flaws, and generally low levels of literacy and numeracy in the community. A leading Australian survey into adult literacy and life skills showed that around half the adult population lacked functional literacy and numeracy skills to the point where they were unable to participate in a knowledge-based economy. These are major impediments to the worthy aim of having the entire population fully financially literate.

Lauren Willis from the University of Pennsylvania sums up the issue of financial literacy neatly in her paper Against Financial-Literacy Education. She advocates introducing policies that support good financial outcomes for consumers rather than increasing the financial education of a generally disengaged general public—a task she views as impossible.

---


The DC model pushes risk and decision making down to the individual level. As a result, in a compulsory system like Australia’s, there is a high degree of cognitive and other inefficiencies involved. Take driving cars as an example. Because automobiles provide individualized transport, we all need to be trained and licensed to operate one. This is not so of pensions. Who thought it was a good idea to make an entire population become investment experts? Global pension expert Don Ezra explains the flaw in this approach in a 2009 article:

There is zero chance of making the average person an investment expert. This is simply common sense, as we don’t launch healthcare plans intending to educate employees to be their own doctors or surgeons. We use qualified experts. If we need to fly from point A to point B, we don’t learn to fly our own planes. We use qualified experts. The average person will never become a doctor, surgeon, pilot[,] or engineer by reading pamphlets. Just as the average person will also never become an investment expert that way.\textsuperscript{45}

While increasing financial literacy and engagement with compulsory superannuation are worthy aims, policies that rely on either of these as a pre-condition to some other outcome are highly unlikely to be successful. Calls for greater levels of financial literacy so that ordinary people will be able to cope with ever-increasing levels of financial complexity should be resisted.

XIII. Other Models

In several countries (notably Denmark, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and the United States), there has been quite a bit of recent thought about modifying the pure DC model so that DC looks more like DB. What the new model actually looks like can depend on whether it is a DC plan morphing or already a DB plan looking to become more sustainable. Three emerging models are the collective DC plan, the “defined ambition” plan, and the “target date” (or “lifecycle”) plan.

A. Collective DC Plans

Under collective DC (CDC) plans found in Denmark and the Netherlands, the employer pays a fixed rate of contributions and the risks are shared between members. There is an expected or target benefit, but it is not guaranteed. Investing is done on a “with profits” basis, smoothing

outcomes across all members. The actual pension benefit paid depends on the funding level of the plan at the relevant time. Changing the rate of indexation of pensions year-on-year is often used as a risk-sharing lever if the plan suffers poor investment returns. Importantly, this model overcomes a lot of the negatives of the individualization of DC. Investment risk is pooled across the plan so it can stay invested in higher risk assets and earn an illiquidity premium, even in respect of members approaching retirement. Also, there are greater economies of scale and efficiencies available under the CDC model.

The weakness of CDC plans lies in their ambiguity (what is the promise exactly?) and intergenerational equity issues (is one generation funding another?). In addition, the CDC model depends for its success on cultural norms of solidarity and collectivism that are not sufficiently embedded in most Western societies.

B. Defined Ambition

The Netherlands has decided that the DB system is no longer sustainable and is instead implementing defined ambition (DA) pension plans from 2015. DA plans are also being discussed in the United Kingdom. The central idea with DA is to replace the guarantee inherent in DB with so-called “soft real rights” that are adjusted annually for achieved real investment returns and longevity experience.

DA aims to combine two competing needs: employers want predictable pension costs, and members want predictable outcomes. There are various DA models under consideration. A typical DA plan involves sharing longevity risk and investment risk between employers, members, and insurers. Market shocks are smoothed over a long period (e.g., ten years) before they actually hit pension income.

A key reason for choosing a DA model over a DC model is the Dutch concern for intergenerational risk sharing and notion of “solidarity.” The Netherlands also found the lack of a retirement income target in pure DC to be inadequate.

In moving from the pure DB model towards a DA model, the Dutch are trading off the nominal guarantee in favor of an indexed (i.e., real) pension, but conditional on investment performance. The target pension is indexed each year and adjusted up or down based on realized invest-

ment returns. Longevity experience is also tested each year, and any necessary adjustments made.

There are other variations in DA models, depending on the direction in which a plan is moving (i.e., from DB to DA or vice versa):

- **DB to DA perspective**

  The first step away from a pure DB plan is to soften the promise. By changing the rules so that when employees leave they do not remain as inactive members, the “pot” crystallizes to DC, which is portable. Then, there is no longevity risk for the plan in relation to the departed employee.

- **DC to DA perspective**

  A shift from a DC model to a DA model can sometimes mean CDC. Other options are a simple “money-back” guarantee added to a DC plan, bulk-purchased annuities, or smoothing. These ideas are sometimes described as “DC Plus.”

### C. Target Date/Lifecycle Funds

Much has been written on the subject of target date, or lifecycle, funds, both positive and negative. A fund that takes over the asset allocation decisions, aims to tailor an asset allocation based on the age of the member (and possibly other factors), and has the aim of delivering a better retirement outcome certainly sounds like a worthy idea. The key challenge in this approach has been to find a solution that can be implemented en masse. Products popularized in the United States have had some success in reducing exposure to market risk near retirement. On the other hand, it has been argued that there is an arbitrary reduction in exposure to the market that actually increases the risk of income failing to meet the needs of investors in these products.\(^{47}\)

There is a need to extend the factors beyond simply age or investment horizon to better target the desired outcome. The typical funds fall into the same trap as other DC approaches by focusing on the balance at a particular retirement date instead of delivering the required stream of income over a whole retirement.

XIV. ADJUSTMENTS TO EXISTING SETTINGS

Rather than seek entirely new models, several proposed adjustments to existing pension settings appear promising. Potential adjustments include partial re-intermediation; system-wide guarantees; higher levels of financial literacy and engagement; annuity outcome targeting; and mass-scale individualized DC plans.

A. Partial Re-Intermediation—the “DB-ization” of DC

Not every DB plan that ever existed has failed. That is, there are DB plans that have been, and still are, run effectively to deliver the income that is required for their retired members. This demonstrates that it is possible for a well managed plan to provide a defined benefit outcome. An alternative for the evolution of DC plans is to recognize the skills used in successfully managing DB plans and have third parties utilize these skills to deliver a guaranteed income for DC plan retirees.

This partial “re-intermediation” would not be without risk altogether, but it should be possible to have experts in the management of balance sheets (i.e., life insurance companies) provide the guaranteed income as an adjunct to the DC-based accumulation model. The use of expert managers stands in contrast to traditional corporate DB plans where every employer needs to have skills in managing assets and liabilities in order to deliver the DB outcomes. The twist is that the benefit would be defined towards the end of the DC accumulation phase, rather than at the start.

The partial re-intermediation approach would take the risk away from the employer who, as sponsor of the traditional DB plan, was responsible for managing some or all of the investment risks of the pension plan, depending on the strength of the promise. For employees, the partial re-intermediation approach puts a third party in charge of managing their risks. For some, this will be an advantage, but for most there will be additional costs to ensure that the promise can be delivered. Additional costs would include the cost of the capital that would be required to back the payment of any promises.

B. A Role for More Universal Guarantees?

Another potential adjustment to existing settings is a system-wide guarantee. For example, Swiss and German funds incorporate system-wide guarantees of various types to support them. Switzerland currently has a 2% minimum investment return guarantee. In the future, it is pro-
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posed that the rate be linked to the average market yield on seven-year Swiss government debt. German funds must offer a guarantee that, in nominal terms, members will have their contributions available at retirement. In other words, the nominal capital of contributors is protected.

System-wide guarantees are also under consideration in the United Kingdom. In 2012, the U.K. Pensions Minister, Steve Webb, started a conversation about so-called “money-safe” pensions where members of workplace DC plans could pay for the security of at least getting their contributions back when they retire. This was a forerunner to the release of a November 2012 green paper titled *Reinvigorating Workplace Pensions.*

The OECD, in a recent paper, estimated that the median discounted sum of fees payable for a nominal guarantee of capital would equal a total of 1.28% of an average retirement lump sum at age sixty-five. The Swiss-style guarantee would involve a median discounted sum of fees payable of 4.98%, and a real, as opposed to nominal, guarantee of capital would cost 5.49%. These seem like quite reasonable amounts and might be attractive to some members.

**C. Annuity Outcome Targeting**

1. National Employment Savings Trust

The United Kingdom recently established the National Employment Savings Trust (NEST), a default DC plan. Under NEST, when members near retirement age, they move into what is known as the consolidation phase, progressively moving out of return-seeking assets. Their asset allocation shifts into a combination of annuity-tracking assets and money market investments preparing them for retirement, aiming primarily to manage “pension conversion risk.” This is the risk that pure DC plans leave unhedged: the risk that the lump sum accumulated cannot be converted into a satisfactory retirement income stream. This is primarily an interest rate risk, being that if prevailing interest rates are low at the time of retirement, the discounted value of the future cash flows necessary to live at a particular standard of living for the rest of retirement is much higher than the accumulated lump sum. In this paper, this sort of ap-
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proach for the final stage of the accumulation phase of a DC plan is referred to as “annuity outcome targeting.”

2. Switzerland

In Switzerland, they go one step further. Swiss DC plans compel retirees to convert their lump sums into income streams at a guaranteed rate, which is 7% for males and 6.95% for females. These are, most likely, unsustainable rates, and there have been many debates about their reduction.

3. Managed DC—Dimensional

The approach taken by Dimensional Fund Advisors (Dimensional) and Professor Robert Merton is to target an appropriate level of income in retirement. Using a mathematical framework, Merton and Dimensional set about maximizing the probability of being able to afford an annuity at retirement that provides a retiree with her desired level of spending. The critical focus of this approach is to target the cost of purchasing an annuity at retirement that would provide the cash flows to meet the desired spending needs through retirement. The “managed” element of the process is the way in which outcomes that exceed the target are traded against a higher probability of achieving the target outcome.

D. Mass-Scale Individualized DC Retirement Plans

In Australia, QSuper is pioneering another approach. QSuper is pursuing the idea that a large DC plan can engage in a certain amount of mass customization by identifying defaults designed to suit most members. Those not wanting to participate have the opportunity to opt out. Given the amount of personal information a plan is able to gather, increasingly customized options can be tailored for members based first on age and account balance and, over time, other characteristics. The end result could be an increasingly tailored “default” experience as opposed to current arrangements that depend on the member making the decisions with or without an adviser.

XV. PRIVATE SECTOR CAPACITY TO MANAGE LONGEVITY RISK

One of the reasons that DB plans have been dismantled over the years has been the desire of private sector firms (and some public sector firms) to avoid:
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groups) to avoid the problems of managing exposure to longevity risk, i.e., the financial consequences of outliving your savings. It is reasonable, therefore, to question whether the private sector actually has the capacity to manage this risk.

The key to the longevity risk capacity is simply the ability to earn a sufficient return on capital. Although pooling longevity risk diversifies a lot of the risk away, it does not guarantee an outcome for any individual member. What is required is the capital of a third party, typically a life insurer, to ensure that the promised payments are made. It is the responsibility of that insurer and its regulators or supervisors to ensure the following:

- It has enough capital to cope with extreme events (based on robust stress testing of asset values);
- It projects average longevity accurately; and
- The asset pool earns a sufficient return to pay a yield on the capital commensurate with the risk.

Like most markets, the overall supply and demand for longevity risk protection will determine a suitable price. The market will be cleared as long as there is sufficient available capital for a reasonable supply of the protection. A model with low premiums and consistently high returns is one that is doomed to fail.

The U.K. market has demonstrated that the private sector is prepared to provide the capital to manage these products. In other markets, the key is to consider the cost of unexpected mortality improvements. Expected improvements should be reflected in the price in the same way that a life insurer without a compulsory market will adjust its pricing for the adverse selection effect. A life insurer will expect that customers who think they have a shorter than average life expectancy will not buy annuities, so the longevity pool is distorted. The same is true of mortality improvements over time.

XVI. CONCLUSION

Compulsory DC super is an effective piece of public policy because it forces people to save. But it is a blunt tool that does not adequately meet the retirement needs of a majority of plan contributors.

The arbitrary selection of 9% or 12% of wages does not necessarily lead to the right amount or shape of sustainable cash flows in retirement. DC plans, like the Australian superannuation system, focus on the sum accumulated at retirement, not on the income stream necessary to meet the needs of retirees during a potentially long period of active, passive, and frail retirement. DC plans also place the burden of managing inflation, market risk, and longevity risk on individual contributors regardless of the level of expertise contributors possess in financial matters.

Plan trustees need to do more to get members focused on the real game: targeting a replacement rate of income and a guaranteed floor of inflation-adjusted income in retirement. Trustees need to work towards a properly integrated retirement income solution that hedges those three key risks. Several potential modifications, including partial re-intermediation of DC plans via the use of life company balance sheets, annuity outcome targeting, and system-wide guarantees could improve the outcomes of DC super for the benefit of future generations of retirees.